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ABSTRACT

TeleSTREAM™, the GrummanData Systems Corporation telemetry processor, is a
hierarchically arranged combination of hardware, firmware and software which can meet
the current and future needs for real time processing of telemetry data. The basic design of
the system is highly flexible, allowing application to a wide range of user requirements
with a minimum of software changes. The logical flow of input, process, output is
accomplished by a distributed processing method utilizing three subsystems:  Front End
Controllers (FEC’s); Task Oriented Processors (TOP’s); and Output Processors (OP’s).
Multiple sources can be processed concurrently, with the FEC’s selecting specified data
words for processing. Typical telemetry processing tasks are handled by a parallel
arrangement of table driven processors (TOP’s) utilizing a combination of assembly
language and microcoded routines. Output processing routes completed buffers of data to a
variety of output devices. Additionally, setup, control, diagnostics and status servicing of
telemetry formatting equipment is performed by the OP’s. A telemetry compiler allows the
user to describe to the system the processing requirements of a particular data source and
produces the tables utilized by TeleSTREAM™ to handle the parameters.

Introduction

Grumman Data Systems has developed a general purpose processor with the aim of
meeting the present and future needs of the telemetry community. Flexibility is the key to
the design of the system, providing the capabilities of handling real-time data processing
requirements from the simplest to the most complex, for both military and commercial
applications. TeleSTREAM™ accepts multiple real-time data inputs from various sources,
processes the data as specified by the user, and outputs it to a variety of devices. In
addition, it provides a means of loading, initializing and controlling the associated systems,
and with the TELIN 2.0 Compiler, supplies a user interface to specify the system
processing requirements for each individual test.



As illustrated in Figure 1 the TeleSTREAM™ Processor can logically be thought of as
consisting of three sections:  an Input Section, a Processing Section and an Output Section.
Each section has a hardware component and a software component, both of which will be
explained in this paper. The system has been designed so that each section can be
expanded by the addition of hardware components with a minimum impact on software.
The hardware elements of each section and their capabilities will be explained first,
followed by the software components.

Input Section

The Input Section consists of the Front End Controllers (FEC), Analog-to-Digital
Converters/ Multiplexers (ADC/MUX) and the First In First Out (FIFO) Buffer System.
The FEC’s accept data from PCM or PAM decommutators, edit unneeded parameters,
append an identification word to selected parameters and pass them to the FIFO. The
ADC/MUX accepts data from FM discriminators, ID tags the data and passes it to the
FIFO. In addition both the FEC and the ADC/MUX generate a time ID at the end of each
frame of data which also is passed to the FIFO. The FIFO accepts data from both the FECs
and the ADC/MUX, appends a minor time word to each sample, merges data from all
sources into a single stream and transfers the data to the Processing Section upon request.
When the time ID denoting end-of-frame is received, the FIFO reads time from the Time
Code Translator/Generator (TCT/G) and inserts it into the data stream. Status is collected
from the decommutators and the FIFO and inserted along with the time words. The FIFO
provides for the intermediate buffering of up to 1024 data samples.

The Input Section provides the following capabilities:

• Multiple Source Handling - The FIFO is capable of accepting up to sixteen inputs. The
FECs are structured such that two sources share one FIFO input, thus allowing a total
of 32 source inputs to the system.

• Parameter Selection - Each FEC is capable of selecting up to 4096 parameters from its
input decommutator. The ADC/MUX is capable of selecting up to 128 parameters from
its input sources.

• Rate Handling and Buffering - The FEC is capable of handling an input rate of up to
250K words per second and output at the same rate. The ADC/MUX can handle up to
50K samples per second. The FIFO is capable of handling burst rates of up to 2
megawords per seond from all sources. This rate can be sustained until the FIFO buffer
is filled.



• System ID Assignment - The FEC and ADC assign a unique ID to each parameter
selected for further processing. The FEC has the capability of uniquely identifying up to
4096 parameters. In addition, both will output a unique ID for time words during the
frame sync period.

• Data Rate Buffering - The FIFO acts as a data buffer between the input section and the
processing section with the capability of storing up to 1024 words. This capability can
be expanded in increments of 1024 words up to 4096 words.

• Time Word Insertion - The FIFO interfaces to the Time Code Translator in order to
insert time words. When the ID recognition logic of the FIFO detects a time ID from
either a FEC or ADC, it inputs the time from the TCT along with the time ID tag.

• Status Gathering - The FEC will pass to the FIFO, during frame sync time, a status
word which indicates the condition of the decommutation equipment to which it is
connected. At the same time, the FIFO will insert its own status into the data stream
along with the status of the time code translator.

Processing Section

The Processing Section consists of multiple Sperry-Univac MiniComputer Operations V76
microprogrammable processors. These Task Oriented Processors (TOPs), arranged in a
parallel configuration, are each equipped with private memory and have access to a Shared
Memory. A TOP accepts data, ID and time from the FIFO for each sample and performs
all the processing; e.g., E.U. Conversion, HI-LO, and Delta Limit checks data compression
on that parameter. When all processing tasks have been completed, the data is stored in
pre-defined buffer formats in the Shared Memory.

Each TOP is configured identically and consists of the following equipment:

• V76 Processor - A general-purpose, 16-bit microprogrammable digital computer.

• Option Board - Contains I/O Bus, Power Fail/Restart Logic and Real Time Clock.

• Floating Point Processor - Performs single-precision and double-precision floating point
arithmetic operations. Direct parallel connection to CPU and memory.

• Writable Control Store - 1,024 words 190 nsec cycle time, allows user
microprogramming.



• Buffered I/O Controller - Provides an interface to the FIFO Buffer System for data
input.

• Remote Restart Option - Enables the Output Processor (OP) to stop and start the TOPs
for initialization and loading.

• Memory - Private memory with a 660 nsec cycle time.
- Access to 330 nsec shared memory.

The Shared Memory System provides memory accessible to each of the TOPs and the OP.
It provides the common ground in which the multiple TOPs can store data in common
buffers and the interface between the Processing Section and the Output Section. Memory
is divided into separate modules, each with a Memory Access Multiplexer (MAM). Each
module has two ports and is normally configured with the MAM on the A port. The
memory is of the semiconductor type with a cycle time of 330 nanoseconds. The number
of modules is application dependent, each module containing up to 64K words.

The MAM provides a means of multiplexing memory accesses from the multiple TOPs to
a single memory port. The MAM input ports provide connection for the memory data bus,
memory address bus, and memory control signals (read/write, request, hog, done).
Multiple MAM units may be configured on any processor up to the limit of its memory
addressing capabiity.

Each TOP has the capability of hogging the memory module through the MAM. Requests
to that MAM from other TOPs are locked out until the TOP whose port is active ceases to
hog the MAM. Simultaneous requests to the MAM are honored on a prioritized basis.

The Task Oriented Processors provide the following capabilities:

• Rate Handling - The processing section may be tailored to handle data at rates from
10K to 250K samples per second depending upon the processing mix required. This is
done by simply configuring with the number of Task Oriented Processors required. A
single TeleSTREAM™ can be configured with up to 15 TOPs.

• Data Processing - The TOPs are capable of performing many processing algorithms in
both assembly language and microcode. The amount of memory available can be
expanded to increase the assembly language capabilities as the Writable Control Store
can be to increase the microcode capabilities. The actual amount of memory and WCS
required is application dependent.



• Output Device Data Preparation - the data can be scaled or changed to match the
characteristics of the output devices being used.

The Output Section of the TeleSTREAM™ Processor consists of a Sperry Univac Mini
Computer Operations V76 microprogrammable processor with private memory and access
to the shared memory in which the TOPs build the data buffers. This Output Processor
(OP) directs and controls the flow of data from the shared memory to the required
peripheral devices.

The OP is configured with the following equipment:

• V76 Processor - A general-purpose, 16-bit microprogrammable digital computer.

• Option Board - Contains I/O Bus, Real-time Clock, Teletype Interface, Direct Memory
Access and Priority Memory Access.

• Writable Control Store (WCS) - 1024 words, 190 nsec cycle time allows user
microprogramming.

• Mag Tape Unit and Controller - Nine track, 800 bpi, 25 ips, single density - enables
loading of the OP from mag tape.

• Buffered Interface Controller (BIC) - Block transfer supervisor for automatic data
transfer for the mag tape.

• Priority Interrupt Module (PIM ) - for automatic storing and vectoring of eight levels of
externally generated interrupts.

• Block Transfer Controller (BTC) - For automatic data transfers between peripheral
devices and memory via the Priority Memory Access channel.

• Buffered I/O Controller - Provides control line outputs to enable the OP to control the
starting and stopping of the TOPs for initialization and reloading.

• Memory Map (MAP) - Provides automatic allocation and control for up to 256K words
of memory, giving the OP access to the private memory of the TOPs to enable the OP
to load the TOP’s memory and WCS.

• Memory - core memory with a 660 nsec cycle time.
- access to 330 msec shared memory.



The Output Processor can be configured with any number of peripheral devices depending
upon the requirements of the particular application. Typical are DAC’s Strip Charts, an
interface to a host machine, a CRT, printer plotters, etc.

The interface to the DACs and Strip Charts is accomplished through the use of a
Programmable Word Selector (PWS). The PWS makes use of the Priority Memory Access
of the V76 to fetch the data from the shared memory system. This method requires very
little processor intervention thus freeing it to handle other tasks while the transfer is taking
place.

The interface between the TeleSTREAM™ Processor and the host machine is
accomplished by the Channel to Channel Interface (CCI) which provides the capabilities
required to permit data transfer between the output processor channel and either of two
host machines.

The following operations are performed by CCI:

• Transfer of data from a host channel to the Output Processor (OP), or vice versa.

• Parity checking on transfers from the host.

• Interrupt request to the OP.

• Parity generation on transfer to the host.

• CCI status to both host and OP channels at all times.

• Data blocking and deblocking of 16-bit words from the OP into 12-bit words
compatible with the host channel, or vice versa.

• Buffering of the data transfers from the OP to the host through the use of a FIFO buffer.

The CCI has a triple interface to the Output Processor. It receives commands and status
requests over the OP I/O Bus, performs data transfers and acquires setup information over
the Priority Memory Access (PMA) Channel of the OP, and delivers interrupts over the
four PIM lines. The setup information required by the CCI is contained in a
communications area of the OP’s memory. The CCI accesses this setup information over
the PMA channel upon receipt of a command over the I/O Bus. The information acquired
includes the starting address of the buffer, the final address of the buffer and information
defining the type of buffer being transferred. The CCI uses this information to perform a 



block transfer of the buffer over the PMA interface. Various interrupts are generated by
the CCI to inform the OP of significant events.

The CCI has a dual interface to the host. It receives functions from the host over the output
cable and transfers data to the host over the input cable. Data buffering takes place in the
CCI through the use of a memory acting as a first-in-first-out buffer which allows a
temporary storage of data while the host is not available for a transfer. Up to 1024 words
can be stored in the CCI. In addition the CCI performs a blocking/deblocking function.
The V76 has a 16-bit word size while the host may be 12 bits. In this case, the CCI will
pack and unpack words such that the data can be transferred without losing significance.

The Output Processor provides the following capabilities:

• Accepting and retransmitting TELIN 2.0 loadable output files from the host machine to
applicable devices within TeleSTREAM™.

• Recognizing instructions to change modes of operation, changing timeframes and
turning on or off data flow to various peripheral devices.

• Stand-alone operations. TeleSTREAM™ can, with the appropriate peripheral devices,
operate in a totally stand-alone mode without reliance on a host machine.

• Diagnostic capability. The Output Processor can run diagnostics on all components of
the TeleSTREAM™ system.

• Set-up, loading and initialization of the telemetry front-end equipment. Through the use
of a Data Communication Multiplexer, the OP can communicate with other subsystems
for control and status purposes.

• Data transfer to a wide variety of devices.

Before going into the TeleSTREAM™ software in detail an overview of the operational
sequence and a brief description of an auxiliary system, the telemetry compile TELIN 2.0,
will be useful. TELIN 2.0 is the user interface to TeleSTREAM™. It allows a user to
describe:

• Parameters to be processed and to be edited out.

• Allocation of the telemetry front end equipment.

• Coefficients for E.U. conversion routines.



• Limit and tolerance values.

• Routing directives for the output section.

• Calibration coefficients for FM samples.

• Processing routines on a parameter by parameter basis.

TELIN 2.0 can run many variations of a mission, so that during intermaneuver time a new
set of processing and routing files (PNRs) can be loaded into TeleSTREAM™ and a new
series of parameters examined. The TELIN files are divided, therefore, into two logical
units. The first set of records contains informattion for the overall series of tests to be run
during a sample mission. These include tables defining the necessary front-end equipments
and connection lists, calibration information for the FM sources, and a load for the
programmable simulator. The PNRs contain mission-specific tables, FEC loads, and
processing and routing information for each parameter to be handled.

A test mission begins when the OP loads its core-resident operating system. This
establishes communications with the host computer over the CCI. The OP then activates
its MAP and begins loading the TOPS. This is done in pieces with each TOP receiving one
segment of its operating system before the next segment is sprayed across all of them.
Once the TOPS are loaded the CCI is opened and TELIN 2.0 files are passed to the OP.
The first part of the TELIN load, as previously mentioned, configures the front-end
equipment for calibration and is passed to the specific boxes. At this time the FM
equipment is calibrated with a canned calibrator load and the FM offsets are saved for
merging into the FM portion of PNRs. The calibrator is then disconnected and the front-
end equipment is configured for a mission.

The first PNR is now passed to the OP. The FECs are loaded with the IDS, word lengths
and sync marks. Shared memory is loaded with the tables of constants needed by the
TOPS and buffers are allotted for the processed data. TOPS tables are again individually
loaded into each TOP and after stream checkout, a method of verifying all box and TOPS
loads, the mission can begin. Now we can follow a piece of data through the system.

The FECs are designed to append an ID to a string of bits which are defined to be a
parameter. These can vary in length from 4 to 64 bits and any parameter over 16 bits,
which is the word length of the V76, is broken down into multisyllable words. All the
FECs output parallel data into the FIFO where a time word is added to form total sample
word 48-bits wide that is read by the TOPs. From the ID the TOP determines the
processing of the sample and its destination or destinations. When the sample is processed
the resultant values are placed into the appropriate data buffer in shared memory.



Next the OP ships the buffers to the specified peripheral equipment:  DACs, host,
stripcharts, etc. With this very sketchy overview in mind we can now get into the detail of
the subsystem components.

TOPS Software:  Processing Section

The TOP’s software MicroSCOPE is divided among three separate memories of the V76
processors. Each TOP has 16K of 660 ns core memory and 1K of Writable Control Store
memory (WCS) dedicated to it. The contents of these memories are identical for all TOPS.
In addition, all TOPS can access the two 8K blocks of Shared Memory (SM) through the
2 MAMs. WCS is used to process and route data samples by means of the Identification
Vector Table (IVET) which points to two other tables: the Parameter Address Table
(PAT) and the Task Assignment Table (TAT). The former contains coefficients unique to
the parameter associated with that particular ID number necessary for the processing
routines, while the latter has a list of the various tasks which must be performed on that
sample e.g., hi-lo limit check, limit check, number system conversion, and E.U.
conversion.

The ID tag which is associated with a data sample also identifies the routing of that
parameter once the processing of it is completed. This routing can include placement of the
data into any, or all, of the destination data buffers:

• The Central Site Computer Data Buffer (CSCDB)

• The Out-Of-Limits Data Buffer (OOLDB)

• The Strip Chart Data Buffer (SCDB)

• The Digital to Analog Converter Data Buffer (DACDB)

TOPS Operations

The TOPs operate in an “IDLE LOOP” configuration. That is, each TOP cycles in a wait
loop, after raising its data request to the FIFO, until there is data to be processed in the
FIFO. Whenever a data parameter is available in the FIFO, it transfers the parameter to the
highest priority TOP available which has raised its data request. Each data parameter
consists of a sample of three 16 bit words: a time word, a parameter ID, and a data value.
Each ID, associated with a specific parameter, defines the processing to be done on that
parameter.



After all of the associated tasks have been performed (including the “spraying” of the
output values to the appropriate buffers) the TOPs re-enter the IDLE LOOP.

Output Processor Software:  Output Section

The Output Processor (OP) Subsystem of TeleSTREAM™ has the responsibility for the
transfer of data buffers built by the TOPS routing messages and data to the host computer
and loading the TeleSTREAM™ software compiled by TELIN. The operating system for
the OP, the Message and Data Handling operations Universal Systems Executive
(MADHOUSE), is core resident in the 16K private memory of the V76 minicomputer
comprising the OP. MADHOUSE is stored on disc and is loaded during Set-up and
Initialization time (S/I).

Data Structures

The four types of data buffers and their shipping procedures can now be delineated.

CSCDB

The CSCDBs are arranged on a telemetry frame basis. As frame lengths vary according to
sub, and sub-sub comms, buffer size is dynamic and therefore a criterion other than length
must be utilized to determine when to ship. We have developed the following method to
handle this.

Four Central Site Computer Data Buffers are assigned to each source. This is done to
allow shipping of them on an event basis, which is not dependent on an actual
determination of completeness, but rather on the maximum certainty that they are
complete. This is best illustrated by example:

Buffer #1 is being filled by data in frame 1. As the TOPs run asynchronously, the
possibility exists that, due to the processing necessary on any given data sample, buffer #2,
from Frame #2, will begin to be filled before buffer #1 is complete.

Extending this logic, a very slight possibility of buffer #1 not being completed before
buffer #3 is begun can occur. The method used to insure completeness of buffer #1, or any
buffer awaiting shipment, is to use the n+2 Buffer Sync interrupt to initiate shipping of
buffer n.



OOLDB

The OOLDBs are shipped 1/sec, by the Real Time Clock interrupt (RTC) , to the CSC.
They are filled by the TOPs after a parameter has been out-of-limits (OOL) for a
predetermined consecutive number of occurrences. This number, the tolerance, is
individually set for each parameter for which OOL processing is specified. There are four
words per parameter:  2 descriptors and 2 words for floating point data.

Each OOL parameter is positionally placed in the OOLDB according to its ID. The first 2
words contain ID, reason codes, and time. Reason codes denote the type of out-of-limit
failure.

The time word is the minor time of the first occurrence of the condition that caused the
OOL parameter’s value to be placed into the buffer.

When a second consecutive occurrence of the OOL condition happens, the time word does
NOT change, but the new value replaces the old one. If this continues for N consecutive
samples of the parameter (N being the tolerance), this value is put into the data word and
the reason code is set. The time, reason code and data values are kept in the TOP’S tables
until tolerance is exceeded for the parameter and then are placed into one of two toggled
OOLDBs. The OP ships and zeros one OOLDB while the other is being filled.

SCDB

The Strip Chart Data Buffer is positionally arranged and toggling is not necessary as the
data in it is always the latest value. The SCDB is shipped by RTC at up to a 3 msec rate.
The buffer format is 2 words per parameter with the strip chart recorder and channel
number in Word 1, while Word 2 contains the value (0-99 in BCD) of the data.

DACB

The Digital-to-Analog Converter Data Buffer is similar to the SCDB in form and function,
with the data word being 12 bits.

ESTDB

The Equipment Status Table Data Buffer will contain the latest status of the front-end
equipment in the format of the CSCDB; word header. In addition, loss of frame sync will
also be included by source number. These buffers will be shipped 1 every 3 seconds, by
RTC interrupt, and toggled in the same manner as the OOLDB.



MADHOUSE:  The OP’s Operating System

MADHOUSE is composed of several special purpose modules, or tasks, operating under a
highly modified version of SUMCO’s VORTEX II Operating System.

MADHOUSE Executive

The executive is based on the Nucleus of VORTEX II, and is organized into the following
components:

V$FUNC - As used, contains the dispatcher (V$DISP), common interrupt handler
(V$IHD), direct-connect interrupt handler (V$DHD) and real-time-clock interrupt handler
(V$CLOK).

The dispatcher does a search of the queued task identification blocks (TIDB), locates the
highest priority task awaiting execution, loads the registers with the values stored in the
TIDB, and gives the task control of the CPU. TIDBs are acted upon by routines in
V$SERV, for the purpose of scheduling tasks, etc.

V$IHD handles Priority Interrupt Modules (PIM). This routine activates the appropriate
interrupt handling and gives control to either the dispatcher or back to the interrupted task
depending on priority level.

V$DHD - Provides for the execution of a user written interrupt handling routine. This
provides more flexibility by providing the task with the ability to set flags of its own in the
TIDB.

V$CLOK - Updates the time word in all TIDBs and removes the suspend bit when the
delay is up. The dispatcher can then resume that task if the priority is high enough.

V$IOC - Handles all I/O operations when called by a Read/ Write command. If the driver
is not busy, V$FNRM is called to set up the output and the driver is called to do the I/O
operation. If the driver is busy, the request is queued. Upon transfer complete, V$FNR is
called to update the request status and exits or initiates another queued I/O request.
V$ERR posts I/O error messages to the appropriate driver. V$BIC handles buffered
interlace controller (BIC) set-up.

V$SYTASK - Posts systems error messages. Error messages will be sent along with TMP
status messages (ESTDB) to the host computer or a CRT.



V$SERV - Handles all schedule requests. Actions include initiating a task, deactivating a
task, suspending and resuming tasks, and PIM handling routines, i.e., enable and disabling
PIM lines.

MADHOUSE Modules

• CCI Driver - Called to transfer/receive a buffer to/from the host. Uses the BTC to
transfer blocks at a time.

• Equipment Status Buffer Handler - Called to initiate the transfer of an Equipment status
buffer from the OP. There will be two buffers contained in the OP’s shared memory,
only one of which will be accessed by any TOP at any given time. This routine will
interchange the pointer to the two buffers so that the TOPs will start filling the empty
buffer when the full buffer is ready to be transferred.

• Checksum - Used to verify TOP’s loads received from the host.

• Initialization - Sets up DACs and S/Cs and new communications area for entering into
a new mode (e.g., run, setup, calibration).

• Buffer Header Interpreter - Interprets buffer header of all received buffers and initiates
passing buffer to appropriate device or initiates execution of request after verifying that
the request is valid.

• Idle Loop - This routine scans shared memory for data buffers to be shipped to the host
in run mode. IDLE also checks for imminent data overruns and disables all interrupts
and the real-time clock until the OP catches up.

• OOL Buffer Handler - This routine will be called by RTC to handle OOL data buffers.
There will be two OOL buffers in the OP’s shared memory, only one of which will be
accessed by any TOP at any given time. This handler will interchange the pointers to
the two buffers so that the TOPs will start filling the empty buffer, and the full buffer is
ready to be transferred to the CSC. The handler then sets up to pass buffer, using the
CCI, and then schedules the CCI driver.

• PWS Driver - This routine will be called by PWS Handler to initate the transfer of
control commands and/or data buffers to the PWS via use of the BTC.

• PWS Handler - This routine, scheduled by the RTC, is used to initiate the shipping of
DAC and/or S/C data buffers.



Expandability

TeleSTREAM™ has been designed to be inherently flexible and expandable. Each of the
three sections is arranged such that the addition of equipment is easily accomplished with
little impact on software. This feature makes it possible to tailor the configuration directly
to the present needs and yet have the capability to increase system capacity to meet
expanding future requirements.

The input section can accept a single input or as many as thirty-two inputs. The FIFO can
buffer as few as 1024 words or as many as 4096. The FIFO can output to a single TOP or
to as many as 15. The system is not limited to the types of inputs outlined in this paper.
With the addition of the appropriate front-end equipment to format the data, almost any
type of data can be accommodated.

The processing section can consist of a single TOP or as many as 15 to accommodate a
wide range of data processing requirements. Private memory, shared memory and
Writeable Control Store can each be varied in size from a basic single block (8K for
memories, 512 words for WCS) to multiple blocks (up to 64K for memories and 4096
words for WCS). By adding a memory mapping feature to the TOPs, even greater memory
sizes can be handled. New processing algorithms can be produced to add to the system
capabilities.

The output section offers the widest range of flexibility in the system. The first area is that
of peripheral devices for data display purposes. DACS, Strip Charts, printer plotters,
CRTs, and graphics units can all be accommodated. Tapes and discs can be supplied for
data storage purposes. Using the Channel to Channel Interface and variations thereof, a
wide range of host machines may be interfaced to TeleSTREAM™. In systems where the
number of output devices required is high, or the data rates to be transferred are great, an
additional Output Processor can be added, thus splitting the work load. The setup, loading,
initialization and statusing functions can be moved to still another processor to further
offload the Output Processor.

Summary

The TeleSTREAM™ processor, then, gives users the hardware and software flexibility to
meet their current and future needs. Its basic design allows a wide range of applications
with a minimum of software changes. Parallel processing enables TeleSTREAM™ to
handle high rates of data input with ease, and the structure of the input, output, and
processing sections gives flexibility and modularity to the entire system.



Figure 1   TeleSTREAM™ Processor Base Configuration 


